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Efficient pricing algorithms for exotic derivatives 
Since the Nobel-prize winning papers of Black and Scholes and Merton in 1973, the 
derivatives market has evolved into a multi-trillion dollar market. Structures which were once 
considered as exotic are now commonplace, appearing in retail products such as mortgages 
and investment notes. At the same time, new and more complex structures are invented on a 
regular basis. To price and risk manage such products, a financial engineer will typically: (1) 
choose a model which is both economically plausible and analytically tractable, (2) calibrate 
the model to the prices of traded options, and (3) price the exotic option with the calibrated 
model, using appropriate numerical techniques. This thesis mainly deals with the second and 
third steps in this process. For the analytically tractable class of affine models, containing 
among others the Black-Scholes model and Heston’s stochastic volatility model, it deals with 
topics such as the robust pricing of European options via Fourier inversion, the pricing of 
Bermudan options using convolution based methods, the simulation of stochastic volatility 
models and the pricing of Asian options. A separate chapter deals with a completely different 
topic, the mathematical properties of the principal components of term structure data. 
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